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Ohio Supreme Court Clarifies
Pay-If-Paid
By Doug Shevelow, P.E.

A pay-if-paid provision in a construction subcontract
can be a scary thing for a subcontractor or supplier
to a contractor with a direct contract with an owner
(i.e. prime contractor). If the owner fails to pay the
prime contractor, and the pay-if-paid provision is
enforceable, the subcontractor or supplier has a big
problem.
Pay-if-paid clauses have been around for many
years, and it seems every contractor who uses one
has settled on its own favored language, usually
including some incantation that refers to payment
from the owner as a “condition precedent” to the
contractor’s obligation to pay its subcontractors,
and sometimes adding that the subcontractor
acknowledges “assumption of the risk” of an owner’s
non-payment. The risk in relying upon a purported
pay-if-paid clause is that if a court does not deem
it to be a clear and unequivocal statement of the
parties’ intent to transfer the risk of an owner’s
nonpayment to the subcontractor, then it is deemed
a “pay-when-paid” clause, meaning that that
payment is due within a reasonable time, no matter
what the owner does.
So the question has always been: What magic words
are required to create an enforceable pay-if-paid
clause in a particular jurisdiction, assuming that
the jurisdiction recognizes pay-if-paid clauses
at all? (In some states, such as New York and
California, the highest courts have refused to
recognize the validity of pay-if-paid clauses as a
matter of public policy. In Wisconsin, they are
unenforceable by statute.)
Ohio now has a clear answer. In Transtar Electric v.
A.E.M. Electric Service Corp., the general contractor
hired an electrical subcontractor for help in

installing a hotel pool. Because the owner failed to
make full payment, the general contractor failed
to pay the sub for about 30% of the approximately
$143,000 subcontract, which was fully performed.
The subcontractor sued the general contractor
for payment and the trial court granted summary
judgment to the general contractor based on
what it held was a valid pay-if-paid provision in
the subcontract because it included “condition
precedent” language. The Sixth District Court
of Appeals overturned the trial court’s decision,
deciding that the “condition precedent” language
was not sufficiently clear.
The Supreme Court of Ohio accepted the appeal.
In its decision, the Court discussed case law on the
issue from Ohio and around the country, both at
the state of federal level, dating back to 1955. The
Court quickly concluded that “condition precedent”
language was sufficiently clear to distinguish the
pay-if-paid provision from pay-when-paid. The
Court was very clear that nothing more was needed,
stating in its syllabus:
The use of the term “condition precedent”
in the payment provision of a contract
between a general contractor and a
subcontractor clearly and unequivocally
shows the intent of those parties to
transfer the risk of the project owner’s
nonpayment from the general contractor
to the subcontractor.
However, this does not mean that an unpaid
subcontractor has no recourse. It can always rely
upon its mechanic’s lien rights, that is, of course, if it
has not contracted away its lien rights in a clear and
unequivocal way that a court will enforce.
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By Benjamin B. Hyden

Structural damage to a new building caused by a
defective building pad may not be covered under
a commercial general liability (CGL) insurance
policy when the specific damage is the type of
damage that a properly constructed building pad
is expected to prevent. As Kay and Kay Contracting
learned in Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Company
v. Kay & Kay Contracting, 2013 U.S. App. LEXIS
23587 (6th Cir.), when the purpose of a contractor’s
work is to prevent or control a specific type of
damage and that contractor’s defective work allows
the anticipated damage to occur, the contractor’s
defective work may not constitute an “accident” or
be considered an “occurrence” under a GCL policy
in Kentucky. However, the specific policy language
must be examined on a case-by-case basis.
Kay and Kay Contracting, LLC performed site
preparation work and constructed a building
pad as a subcontractor for a new Wal-Mart store
in Morehead, Kentucky. After Kay and Kay had
completed the building pad and the new store had
been constructed, Wal-Mart notified the general
contractor that there were cracks in the store’s
walls. Wal-Mart claimed that the “fill area” installed
by Kay and Kay underneath the front left corner
of the building had experienced settling, and that
the settling had created structural problems and
damage to the new store.
When Wal-Mart demanded that the general
contractor correct the settling problems and
the damage to the store, the general contractor
demanded that Kay and Kay remedy the issues.
Kay and Kay then submitted a claim for insurance
coverage to Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance
Company under a CGL insurance policy.

When Liberty Mutual disagreed on the issue of
coverage, Liberty Mutual filed a complaint seeking
declaratory relief against Kay and Kay. Liberty
Mutual alleged, among other things, that there
was no “occurrence” triggering coverage under
the policy.
The CGL policy at issue was a standard ISO
(Insurance Services Office, Inc.) policy containing
the standard coverage language. The policy
coverage language provided: “This insurance
applies to ‘bodily injury’ and ‘property damage’
only if . . . [t]he ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’
is caused by an ‘occurrence’ that takes place in
the ‘coverage territory’ . . . .” The policy defined
“occurrence” to mean “an accident, including
continuous or repeated exposure to substantially
the same general harmful conditions.”
As a result of diversity jurisdiction, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
evaluated Kentucky law related to the coverage
issue. Since the Court determined that it was
well settled under Kentucky law that faulty
workmanship is not an accident, the only issue
for the Court to decide was whether the resulting
damage to the building could be characterized as
an accident.
The Court relied on the decision of the Supreme
Court of Kentucky in Cincinnati Ins. Co. v.
Motorists Mut. Ins. Co., 306 S.W.3d 69 (Ky. 2010)
to define the term “accident” in the CGL policy.
According to the Supreme Court of Kentucky, “[i]
nherent in the plain meaning of ‘accident’ is the
doctrine of fortuity” and that fortuity consists of
“two central aspects: intent . . . and control.”
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